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Outline

• Significance of CPV in Charm within and beyond SM

• Quantify (parametrize) theory expectations of direct CPV in charm decays

• ΔaCP implications for weak scale NP

• EFT & models



Why CP Violation in Charm?

• CPV in charm provides a unique probe of New Physics (NP)

• sensitive to NP in the up sector 

• SM charm physics is CP conserving to first approximation                    
(2 generation dominance, no hard GIM breaking)

• Common lore "any signal for CPV would be NP":

• In the SM, CPV in mixing enters at O(VcbVub/VcsVus) ∼ 10−3

• In the SM, direct CPV enters at O([VcbVub/VcsVus] αs/π) ∼ 10−4                   
(in singly Cabibbo suppressed decays)
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Experimental observables

• CPV in decays (direct CPV)

• Time-integrated CPV decay asymmetries to CP eigenstates

• Focus on K+K- and π+π- final states:

af ⌘ �(D0 ! f)� �(D̄0 ! f)

�(D0 ! f) + �(D̄0 ! f)
.

�aCP ⌘ aK+K� � a⇡+⇡�
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CDF Note 10784

LHCb, 1112.0938

Thanks to Marco Gersabeck from HFAG 

 HFAG March 2012 
 without the latest BaBar AΓ 

No CPV hypothesis : 6.15x10-5 

∆aCP(dir)=(-0.656±0.154)% 
  aCP(ind)=(-0.025±0.231)% 

HFAG ICHEP 2012 
with Belle preliminary, 
No CPV hypothesis : 1.98x10-5 

∆aCP(dir)=(-0.678±0.147)% 
  aCP(ind)=(-0.027±0.163)% 
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Experimental observables

• CPV in decays (direct CPV)

• Time-integrated CPV decay asymmetries to CP eigenstates

• Focus on K+K- and π+π- final states:

• ...beyond natural expectation within the SM

• but not possible to prove from first principles, and SM-like explanation 
cannot be excluded

af ⌘ �(D0 ! f)� �(D̄0 ! f)

�(D0 ! f) + �(D̄0 ! f)
.

�aCP ⌘ aK+K� � a⇡+⇡�

Grossman et al., hep-ph/0609178

Golden & Grinstein Phys. Lett. B 222 (1989)
Brod, Kagan & Zupan 1111.5000 

Brod, Grossman, Kagan & Zupan 1203.6659
Feldmann, Nandi & Soni, 1202.3795

Bhattacharya, Gronau & Rosner, 1201.2351

Cheng & Chiang, 1201.0785 
Franco, Mishima & Silvestrini, 1203.3131

Li, Lu & Yu, 1203.3120

see talks by Bhattacharya & Brod

(~4.3σ from 0)�aWorld

CP = �(0.68± 0.15)% see talks by Ko, Parkes & Mattson
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• in terms of weak decay amplitudes

• naive expectation 
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ΔaCP and New Physics

• Assume SM does not saturate the experimental value

• Parametrize NP contributions in EFT normalized to the effective SM scale

• most general dim 6 Hamiltonian at µ < mW,t

Qq
1 = (ūq)V�A (q̄c)V�A

Qq
2 = (ū↵q�)V�A (q̄�c↵)V�A ,

Qq
5 = (ūc)V�A (q̄q)V+A ,

Qq
6 = (ū↵c�)V�A (q̄�q↵)V+A ,

Q7 = � e

8⇡2
mc ū�µ⌫(1 + �5)F

µ⌫ c ,

Q8 = � gs
8⇡2

mc ū�µ⌫(1 + �5)T
aGµ⌫

a c ,

He↵�NP
|�c|=1 =

GFp
2

X

i

CNP
i Qi

+ Ops. with V↔A

x 5 qq flavor structures
_



ΔaCP and New Physics

• Assume SM does not saturate the experimental value

• Parametrize NP contributions in EFT normalized to the effective SM scale

• for                           : 

�aCP ⇡ (0.13%)Im(�RSM) + 9
X

i

Im(CNP
i ) Im(�RNP

i )

Im(CNP
i ) =

v2

⇤2Im(CNDA)
(10 TeV)2

⇤2
NDA

=
(0.61± 0.17)� 0.12 Im(�RSM)

Im(�RNP)
.

Are such contributions allowed by other flavor constraints?

�RNP
i ⌘ GFp

2

X

f=⇡,K

hQiif
A(1)

f



• In EFT can be estimated via “weak mixing” of operators

• Important constraints expected from D-D mixing                                    
and direct CPV in K0→π+π- (ε’/ε)

• Quadratic NP contributions

• either chirally suppressed...

• ...or highly UV sensitive

_

c u

q q

⇒

W

QiT

n

He↵�NP
|�c|=1 (0),HSM(x)

o

Isidori, J.F.K, Ligeti & Perez 
1111.4987

c c

u u

∝ Λ2

c c

u u

∝ α mc2/v2

ΔaCP and New Physics
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• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

On Universality of CPV in SU(3)Q breaking NP
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
d )/tr , (1)
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• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

• in the 2-gen limit single source of CPV:

• invariant under SO(2) rotations between up-down mass bases
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quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
d )/tr , (1)
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which both transform as (8, 1, 1) under GF , where /tr denotes the traceless part. Our argument applies to all NP flavor
structures, X, which can be written in the form

OL =
h
(XL)

ij Qi�
µQj

i
Lµ . (2)

Here Qi stands for the left-handed quark doublets, i and j are generation indices and XL is a traceless Hermitian
flavor matrix. The Lµ denotes a flavor-singlet current, such as

Lµ =
X

q

q�µq ,
X

`

`�µ` , H†DµH , . . . , (3)

that is, a sum over quarks or leptons, a Higgs current, etc. Note that the way that color and spinor indices are
contracted in Eq. (2) is irrelevant for our argument below.

It is easy to show that in the two generation limit, the unique Jarlskog invariant relevant for �F = 1 CP violation
sourced by OL (XL) is proportional to XCPV

L ⌘ Tr(XL · J) [3], where
J ⌘ i[Au, Ad] . (4)

The expression for XCPV
L is manifestly reparametrization invariant and thus basis independent. A nontrivial feature of

such SU(2)Q breaking is that Au , Ad , J form a complete basis in the three-dimensional space of traceless Hermitian
2⇥2 matrices, and that J is orthogonal to the other two directions, i.e., Tr(Au,d ·J) = 0. It follows that the imaginary
(CP violating) part of XL , proportional to XCPV

L , is also orthogonal to the plane of Au, Ad . It is thus invariant
under flavor rotations in this plane and in particular under the two-dimensional real CKM rotation between the up
and the down quark mass bases. Consequently, the amount of CP violation generated by XL in both up and down
quark transitions is the same, irrespective of the direction of the projection of XL in the (Au, Ad) plane.

Explicitly, the up and down quark components of OL in their relevant mass bases are
h
(Xu

L)ij ū
i
L�

µuj
L

i
Lµ ,

h
(Xd

L)ij d̄
i
L�

µdjL

i
Lµ , (5)

where Xu,d
L are XL rotated to the up and down mass bases, respectively. The universality of CP violation in �F = 1

transitions can now be expressed explicitly as

Im(Xu
L)12 = Im(Xd

L)12 / Tr (XL · J) . (6)

Another simple way to understand this universality of CP violation is to notice that in the up or down mass basis,
J is proportional to the Pauli matrix �

2

, which is invariant under SO(2) rotations. A consequence of Eq. (6) is that
CP violation in both the up and the down sectors vanishes if XL is in the plane of Au and Ad (and in particular
if XL is aligned with Au or Ad), as can also be seen from the vanishing of the Jarlskog invariant. The di↵erence
compared to �F = 2 flavor violation follows from the fact that in the latter case CP violation is proportional to
Im

⇥
(Xu,d

L )2
⇤
= 2 ImXu,d

L ReXu,d
L [1, 3], which depends also on the non-universal real part.

The two-generation limit can only be considered as approximate for the strange and charm sectors. Furthermore,
it is not immediately clear how it can be relevant for �F = 1 transitions involving the third generation quarks. We
address these two issues in turn. In both cases we use the fact that the SM possesses an approximate SU(2)Q flavor
symmetry, which is broken only by (m2

c,s �m2

u,d)/m
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III. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH THREE GENERATIONS

A. CP violation involving the first two generations within the three flavor framework

To describe �c, �s = 1 processes in the context of three generations, we can decompose XL according to the
SU(2)Q symmetry. Taking advantage of the SM SU(2)3 symmetry obtained when the first two generation masses are
neglected [4], one can choose a basis which isolates the large eigenvalues in the up and down Yukawa matrices. These
become block diagonal in the limit where the small CKM mixing angles ✓

13

and ✓
23

are neglected. In this basis, (XL)33
does not transform under the SU(2)Q symmetry. The upper 2⇥2 block of XL , which we denote (XL)2 , transforms
as an adjoint of SU(2)Q corresponding to the two-generation case discussed above. In addition, XL consists of an
extra doublet of SU(2)Q , which we denote xL , composed of (XL)13 and (XL)23 . At leading order, xL only mediates
�b, �t = 1 processes, while �c, �s = 1 processes can be generated at order x2

L . Thus, we expect its contributions
to �c, �s = 1 processes to be subdominant and also generically independent of those of (XL)2 . In practice, our
result in Eq. (6) applies separately to contributions from (XL)2 and x2

L , barring cancellations. Further corrections to
Eq. (6) come from the SM breaking of the SU(2)Q , but these are suppressed by powers of m2
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
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are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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which both transform as (8, 1, 1) under GF , where /tr denotes the traceless part. Our argument applies to all NP flavor
structures, X, which can be written in the form

OL =
h
(XL)

ij Qi�
µQj

i
Lµ . (2)

Here Qi stands for the left-handed quark doublets, i and j are generation indices and XL is a traceless Hermitian
flavor matrix. The Lµ denotes a flavor-singlet current, such as

Lµ =
X

q

q�µq ,
X

`

`�µ` , H†DµH , . . . , (3)

that is, a sum over quarks or leptons, a Higgs current, etc. Note that the way that color and spinor indices are
contracted in Eq. (2) is irrelevant for our argument below.

It is easy to show that in the two generation limit, the unique Jarlskog invariant relevant for �F = 1 CP violation
sourced by OL (XL) is proportional to XCPV

L ⌘ Tr(XL · J) [3], where
J ⌘ i[Au, Ad] . (4)

The expression for XCPV
L is manifestly reparametrization invariant and thus basis independent. A nontrivial feature of

such SU(2)Q breaking is that Au , Ad , J form a complete basis in the three-dimensional space of traceless Hermitian
2⇥2 matrices, and that J is orthogonal to the other two directions, i.e., Tr(Au,d ·J) = 0. It follows that the imaginary
(CP violating) part of XL , proportional to XCPV

L , is also orthogonal to the plane of Au, Ad . It is thus invariant
under flavor rotations in this plane and in particular under the two-dimensional real CKM rotation between the up
and the down quark mass bases. Consequently, the amount of CP violation generated by XL in both up and down
quark transitions is the same, irrespective of the direction of the projection of XL in the (Au, Ad) plane.

Explicitly, the up and down quark components of OL in their relevant mass bases are
h
(Xu

L)ij ū
i
L�

µuj
L

i
Lµ ,

h
(Xd

L)ij d̄
i
L�

µdjL

i
Lµ , (5)

where Xu,d
L are XL rotated to the up and down mass bases, respectively. The universality of CP violation in �F = 1

transitions can now be expressed explicitly as

Im(Xu
L)12 = Im(Xd

L)12 / Tr (XL · J) . (6)

Another simple way to understand this universality of CP violation is to notice that in the up or down mass basis,
J is proportional to the Pauli matrix �

2

, which is invariant under SO(2) rotations. A consequence of Eq. (6) is that
CP violation in both the up and the down sectors vanishes if XL is in the plane of Au and Ad (and in particular
if XL is aligned with Au or Ad), as can also be seen from the vanishing of the Jarlskog invariant. The di↵erence
compared to �F = 2 flavor violation follows from the fact that in the latter case CP violation is proportional to
Im

⇥
(Xu,d

L )2
⇤
= 2 ImXu,d

L ReXu,d
L [1, 3], which depends also on the non-universal real part.

The two-generation limit can only be considered as approximate for the strange and charm sectors. Furthermore,
it is not immediately clear how it can be relevant for �F = 1 transitions involving the third generation quarks. We
address these two issues in turn. In both cases we use the fact that the SM possesses an approximate SU(2)Q flavor
symmetry, which is broken only by (m2

c,s �m2

u,d)/m
2
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III. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH THREE GENERATIONS

A. CP violation involving the first two generations within the three flavor framework

To describe �c, �s = 1 processes in the context of three generations, we can decompose XL according to the
SU(2)Q symmetry. Taking advantage of the SM SU(2)3 symmetry obtained when the first two generation masses are
neglected [4], one can choose a basis which isolates the large eigenvalues in the up and down Yukawa matrices. These
become block diagonal in the limit where the small CKM mixing angles ✓

13

and ✓
23

are neglected. In this basis, (XL)33
does not transform under the SU(2)Q symmetry. The upper 2⇥2 block of XL , which we denote (XL)2 , transforms
as an adjoint of SU(2)Q corresponding to the two-generation case discussed above. In addition, XL consists of an
extra doublet of SU(2)Q , which we denote xL , composed of (XL)13 and (XL)23 . At leading order, xL only mediates
�b, �t = 1 processes, while �c, �s = 1 processes can be generated at order x2

L . Thus, we expect its contributions
to �c, �s = 1 processes to be subdominant and also generically independent of those of (XL)2 . In practice, our
result in Eq. (6) applies separately to contributions from (XL)2 and x2

L , barring cancellations. Further corrections to
Eq. (6) come from the SM breaking of the SU(2)Q , but these are suppressed by powers of m2

c/m
2

t or m2

s/m
2

b .
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flavor matrix. The Lµ denotes a flavor-singlet current, such as
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X
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q�µq ,
X
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`�µ` , H†DµH , . . . , (3)

that is, a sum over quarks or leptons, a Higgs current, etc. Note that the way that color and spinor indices are
contracted in Eq. (2) is irrelevant for our argument below.

It is easy to show that in the two generation limit, the unique Jarlskog invariant relevant for �F = 1 CP violation
sourced by OL (XL) is proportional to XCPV

L ⌘ Tr(XL · J) [3], where
J ⌘ i[Au, Ad] . (4)

The expression for XCPV
L is manifestly reparametrization invariant and thus basis independent. A nontrivial feature of

such SU(2)Q breaking is that Au , Ad , J form a complete basis in the three-dimensional space of traceless Hermitian
2⇥2 matrices, and that J is orthogonal to the other two directions, i.e., Tr(Au,d ·J) = 0. It follows that the imaginary
(CP violating) part of XL , proportional to XCPV

L , is also orthogonal to the plane of Au, Ad . It is thus invariant
under flavor rotations in this plane and in particular under the two-dimensional real CKM rotation between the up
and the down quark mass bases. Consequently, the amount of CP violation generated by XL in both up and down
quark transitions is the same, irrespective of the direction of the projection of XL in the (Au, Ad) plane.

Explicitly, the up and down quark components of OL in their relevant mass bases are
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where Xu,d
L are XL rotated to the up and down mass bases, respectively. The universality of CP violation in �F = 1

transitions can now be expressed explicitly as

Im(Xu
L)12 = Im(Xd

L)12 / Tr (XL · J) . (6)

Another simple way to understand this universality of CP violation is to notice that in the up or down mass basis,
J is proportional to the Pauli matrix �
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, which is invariant under SO(2) rotations. A consequence of Eq. (6) is that
CP violation in both the up and the down sectors vanishes if XL is in the plane of Au and Ad (and in particular
if XL is aligned with Au or Ad), as can also be seen from the vanishing of the Jarlskog invariant. The di↵erence
compared to �F = 2 flavor violation follows from the fact that in the latter case CP violation is proportional to
Im
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= 2 ImXu,d

L ReXu,d
L [1, 3], which depends also on the non-universal real part.

The two-generation limit can only be considered as approximate for the strange and charm sectors. Furthermore,
it is not immediately clear how it can be relevant for �F = 1 transitions involving the third generation quarks. We
address these two issues in turn. In both cases we use the fact that the SM possesses an approximate SU(2)Q flavor
symmetry, which is broken only by (m2
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To describe �c, �s = 1 processes in the context of three generations, we can decompose XL according to the
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transitions can now be expressed explicitly as
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Another simple way to understand this universality of CP violation is to notice that in the up or down mass basis,
J is proportional to the Pauli matrix �

2

, which is invariant under SO(2) rotations. A consequence of Eq. (6) is that
CP violation in both the up and the down sectors vanishes if XL is in the plane of Au and Ad (and in particular
if XL is aligned with Au or Ad), as can also be seen from the vanishing of the Jarlskog invariant. The di↵erence
compared to �F = 2 flavor violation follows from the fact that in the latter case CP violation is proportional to
Im

⇥
(Xu,d

L )2
⇤
= 2 ImXu,d

L ReXu,d
L [1, 3], which depends also on the non-universal real part.

The two-generation limit can only be considered as approximate for the strange and charm sectors. Furthermore,
it is not immediately clear how it can be relevant for �F = 1 transitions involving the third generation quarks. We
address these two issues in turn. In both cases we use the fact that the SM possesses an approximate SU(2)Q flavor
symmetry, which is broken only by (m2

c,s �m2

u,d)/m
2

t,b and the ✓
13

and ✓
23

CKM mixing angles.

III. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH THREE GENERATIONS

A. CP violation involving the first two generations within the three flavor framework

To describe �c, �s = 1 processes in the context of three generations, we can decompose XL according to the
SU(2)Q symmetry. Taking advantage of the SM SU(2)3 symmetry obtained when the first two generation masses are
neglected [4], one can choose a basis which isolates the large eigenvalues in the up and down Yukawa matrices. These
become block diagonal in the limit where the small CKM mixing angles ✓

13

and ✓
23

are neglected. In this basis, (XL)33
does not transform under the SU(2)Q symmetry. The upper 2⇥2 block of XL , which we denote (XL)2 , transforms
as an adjoint of SU(2)Q corresponding to the two-generation case discussed above. In addition, XL consists of an
extra doublet of SU(2)Q , which we denote xL , composed of (XL)13 and (XL)23 . At leading order, xL only mediates
�b, �t = 1 processes, while �c, �s = 1 processes can be generated at order x2

L . Thus, we expect its contributions
to �c, �s = 1 processes to be subdominant and also generically independent of those of (XL)2 . In practice, our
result in Eq. (6) applies separately to contributions from (XL)2 and x2

L , barring cancellations. Further corrections to
Eq. (6) come from the SM breaking of the SU(2)Q , but these are suppressed by powers of m2

c/m
2

t or m2

s/m
2

b .

2θC

Au

Ad
J

XL
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• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

• SM 3-gen case characterized by SU(3)/SU(2) breaking pattern by Yb,t

• 3-gen XL can be decomposed under SU(2)Q, constrained separately

• SM breaking of residual SU(2)Q suppressed by mc/mt, ms/mb, θ13, θ23
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
d )/tr , (1)
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
d )/tr , (1)
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(charm and kaon sectors dominated by 2-gen physics)
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• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

• Implication (1): direct correspondence between ΔaCP and ε’/ε

• constraint on SU(3)Q breaking NP contributions
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
d )/tr , (1)
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY
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B. CP violation in third generation transitions

The universality of CP violation also holds for flavor transitions involving third generation quarks. A useful
approximation is again to neglect the masses of the first two generation quarks. The breaking of the flavor symmetry
by Yu,d is then characterized by SU(3)/SU(2) [4]. In this limit, the 1–2 rotation and the phase of the CKM matrix
become unphysical, and we can, for instance, apply an SU(2) rotation to the first two generations to “undo” the 1–3
rotation. Therefore, the CKMmatrix is e↵ectively reduced to a real matrix with a single rotation angle ✓ '

p
✓2
13

+ ✓2
23

between an “active” light flavor, qa , and the 3rd generation [3]. Such a pattern of flavor breaking respects an
approximate U(1)Q symmetry for the combination of light quarks that e↵ectively decouples, thus ensuring that all
interactions of this “sterile” flavor, qs , are CP conserving. What remains is an e↵ective two-generation system with a
single measure of CP violation in transitions between the 3rd generation and the active light flavor. It is given again
by Tr(XL · J), which is flavor basis independent, and thus universal (see [5] for an extended discussion). Therefore,
to leading order, there is a universal relation for CP violation involving transitions between the third generation and
the up and down component of the active states,

Im(Xu
L)a3 = Im(Xd

L)a3 , (7)

where the active states coincide with the second generation quarks up to O (�C) [3], where �C ' 0.23 is the sine of
the Cabibbo angle.

The leading corrections to Eq. (7), in the massless two-generation limit, can be understood by decomposing XL to
its representations under the SU(2) 3rd generation–active flavor group, SU(2)

3a . Besides the adjoint contribution
of (XL)a3 , the entries (XL)sa and (XL)s3 form an SU(2)

3a doublet. At order (XL)2, they in term produce a new
adjoint of SU(2)

3a , which would induce an independent contribution to the transitions between the 3rd generation
and the active flavor, and hence correct the relation in Eq. (7). Since these are independent contributions, barring
cancellations, this relation would still hold for each of them separately. Furthermore, the extra SU(2)

3a doublet would
in general contribute to transitions between the first two generations, and should therefore be strongly constrained.
We thus conclude that we expect the expression in Eq. (7) to hold to a good accuracy.

Finally, we comment on the fact that one can constrain third generation alignment with data involving the first
two generations. Consider, for instance, an alignment model that saturates the bounds from Bd mixing, including
CP violation. In other words, the TeV-scale new physics contributions are required to be approximately aligned with
the down Yukawa. This structure would necessarily contribute to CP violation in D �D mixing, since the real and
the imaginary parts cannot be simultaneously eliminated. Such a scenario was investigated in [3], where it was shown
that in practice the resulting contributions are still two-to-three orders of magnitude below the present bounds.

IV. EXAMPLES

A. Relating CP violation in hadronic K and D decays

The argument presented in Sec. II allows us to relate the existing constraints in the kaon system to SU(3)Q breaking
NP contributions to direct CP violation in the charm system, and in particular, to relate �aCP to ✏0/✏. The relevant
SU(3)Q breaking NP operators in Eq. (2) induce at low energies contributions of the form Qq

1,2,5,6 defined in Eqs. (8)
and (15) of [6]. The weakest bound on any of these operators from ✏0/✏ is given by [6]

��Im(C(0)

2

)
�� . 4.5⇥ 10�5

✓
⇤
NP

350GeV

◆
2

, (8)

for Q(0)

2

= (d̄↵s�)V�A

P
q(q̄�q↵)V�A , where ↵ and � are color indices, and the sum over q includes the u, d, s, c, b

flavors. The contributions of such operators to �aCP are given by [6]

�aNP

CP ⇡ 8.9
X

i

Im(CNP

i ) Im(�RNP

i ) , (9)

where �RNP

i denotes the ratio of the NP amplitude and the leading SM “tree” contribution. Applying the bound in
Eq. (8) to Eq. (9), and assuming �RNP

i ⇠ 1, we find

�aNP

CP . 4⇥ 10�4 . (10)

We thus learn that in any SU(2)L invariant NP model, the contributions of the Qq
1,2,5,6 operators to �aCP must be

negligible.

(no weak loop suppression)
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• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

• Implication (1): direct correspondence between ΔaCP and ε’/ε

• constraint on SU(3)Q breaking NP contributions

• Implication (2): bounds on degeneracy in SUSY alignment models

• CPV constraints less stringent than previously thought
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
d )/tr , (1)
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
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B. CP violation in third generation transitions

The universality of CP violation also holds for flavor transitions involving third generation quarks. A useful
approximation is again to neglect the masses of the first two generation quarks. The breaking of the flavor symmetry
by Yu,d is then characterized by SU(3)/SU(2) [4]. In this limit, the 1–2 rotation and the phase of the CKM matrix
become unphysical, and we can, for instance, apply an SU(2) rotation to the first two generations to “undo” the 1–3
rotation. Therefore, the CKMmatrix is e↵ectively reduced to a real matrix with a single rotation angle ✓ '

p
✓2
13

+ ✓2
23

between an “active” light flavor, qa , and the 3rd generation [3]. Such a pattern of flavor breaking respects an
approximate U(1)Q symmetry for the combination of light quarks that e↵ectively decouples, thus ensuring that all
interactions of this “sterile” flavor, qs , are CP conserving. What remains is an e↵ective two-generation system with a
single measure of CP violation in transitions between the 3rd generation and the active light flavor. It is given again
by Tr(XL · J), which is flavor basis independent, and thus universal (see [5] for an extended discussion). Therefore,
to leading order, there is a universal relation for CP violation involving transitions between the third generation and
the up and down component of the active states,

Im(Xu
L)a3 = Im(Xd

L)a3 , (7)

where the active states coincide with the second generation quarks up to O (�C) [3], where �C ' 0.23 is the sine of
the Cabibbo angle.

The leading corrections to Eq. (7), in the massless two-generation limit, can be understood by decomposing XL to
its representations under the SU(2) 3rd generation–active flavor group, SU(2)

3a . Besides the adjoint contribution
of (XL)a3 , the entries (XL)sa and (XL)s3 form an SU(2)

3a doublet. At order (XL)2, they in term produce a new
adjoint of SU(2)

3a , which would induce an independent contribution to the transitions between the 3rd generation
and the active flavor, and hence correct the relation in Eq. (7). Since these are independent contributions, barring
cancellations, this relation would still hold for each of them separately. Furthermore, the extra SU(2)

3a doublet would
in general contribute to transitions between the first two generations, and should therefore be strongly constrained.
We thus conclude that we expect the expression in Eq. (7) to hold to a good accuracy.

Finally, we comment on the fact that one can constrain third generation alignment with data involving the first
two generations. Consider, for instance, an alignment model that saturates the bounds from Bd mixing, including
CP violation. In other words, the TeV-scale new physics contributions are required to be approximately aligned with
the down Yukawa. This structure would necessarily contribute to CP violation in D �D mixing, since the real and
the imaginary parts cannot be simultaneously eliminated. Such a scenario was investigated in [3], where it was shown
that in practice the resulting contributions are still two-to-three orders of magnitude below the present bounds.

IV. EXAMPLES

A. Relating CP violation in hadronic K and D decays

The argument presented in Sec. II allows us to relate the existing constraints in the kaon system to SU(3)Q breaking
NP contributions to direct CP violation in the charm system, and in particular, to relate �aCP to ✏0/✏. The relevant
SU(3)Q breaking NP operators in Eq. (2) induce at low energies contributions of the form Qq

1,2,5,6 defined in Eqs. (8)
and (15) of [6]. The weakest bound on any of these operators from ✏0/✏ is given by [6]

��Im(C(0)

2

)
�� . 4.5⇥ 10�5

✓
⇤
NP

350GeV

◆
2

, (8)

for Q(0)

2

= (d̄↵s�)V�A

P
q(q̄�q↵)V�A , where ↵ and � are color indices, and the sum over q includes the u, d, s, c, b

flavors. The contributions of such operators to �aCP are given by [6]

�aNP

CP ⇡ 8.9
X

i

Im(CNP

i ) Im(�RNP

i ) , (9)

where �RNP

i denotes the ratio of the NP amplitude and the leading SM “tree” contribution. Applying the bound in
Eq. (8) to Eq. (9), and assuming �RNP

i ⇠ 1, we find

�aNP

CP . 4⇥ 10�4 . (10)

We thus learn that in any SU(2)L invariant NP model, the contributions of the Qq
1,2,5,6 operators to �aCP must be

negligible.

(no weak loop suppression)
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• In EFT can be estimated via “weak mixing” of operators

• Important constraints expected from D-D mixing                                     
and direct CPV in K0→π+π- (ε’/ε)

• LL 4q operators: excluded

• LR 4q operators: ajar - potentially visible effects in D-D and/or ε’/ε
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• In EFT can be estimated via “weak mixing” of operators

• Important constraints expected from D-D mixing                                     
and direct CPV in K0→π+π- (ε’/ε)

• LL 4q operators: excluded

• LR 4q operators: ajar - potentially visible effects in D-D and/or ε’/ε

• RR 4q operators: unconstrained in EFT - UV sensitive contributions?
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(!u12)LR

• Left-right up-type squark mixing contributions

• contributions to ΔF=2 helicity suppressed

• requires large trilinear (A) terms, non-trivial flavor in UV 

where (�u12)LR denotes the left-right mixing in the first two generations of up-squarks (in the

mass-eigenstate basis of up-type quarks) and xgq = m̃2
g/m̃

2
q . The Wilson coe�cient C̃(g̃)

8 is

obtained from C(g̃)
8 via the replacement (�u12)LR ! (�u12)RL, and

g8(x) =
11 + x

3(1� x)3
+

9 + 16x� x2

6(1� x)4
log x , g8(1) = � 5

36
. (32)

The enhancement factor m̃g/mc in eq. (31) is typically compensated by the chiral suppression

(proportional to mc) hidden inside the definition of (�u12)LR.

For later purposes, we report here also the results obtained in the case where the 1–2

transition arises from the mixing of the first two families with the third one. For near-degenerate

squarks, we find

C(g̃)
8 = �

p
2⇡↵sm̃g

GFmc

(�u13)LL (�u33)LR (�u32)RR

m̃2
q

F (xgq) , (33)

F (x) =
177 + 295x+ 7x2 + x3

36(1� x)5
+

9 + 50x+ 21x2

6(1� x)6
log x , F (1) = � 11

360
. (34)

In the case of split families, in which only the third-generation squarks are light (m̃2
q1,2 � m̃2

q3),

we find

C(g̃)
8 = �

p
2⇡↵sm̃g

GFmc

(�u13)LL (�u33)LR (�u32)RR

m̃2
q3

g8(xgq) , (35)

where the function g8(x) is given in eq. (32). In the latter case xgq3 = m̃2
g/m̃

2
q3 , and (�ui3)LL,RR

are normalized to the heavy squarks masses (m̃q1,2), while (�u33)LR is normalized to m̃q3 .

The diagonal renormalization group evolution of the chromomagnetic operators down to

the low scales can be found, for instance, in ref. [24]. To a good approximation, the main e↵ect

of the running is taken into account by evaluating the charm mass in eq. (31) at the low-energy

scale at which the hadronic matrix element is computed. Assuming, for illustrative purposes,

degenerate supersymmetric masses (m̃q = m̃g ⌘ m̃) and |(�u12)LR| � |(�u12)RL|, we find

���aSUSY
CP

�� ⇡ 0.6%

 ��Im (�u12)LR
��

10�3

!✓
TeV

m̃

◆
, (36)

where we have used eq. (13) to estimate the matrix element of the chromomagnetic operator.

This gives an uncertainty of order one in the coe�cient in eq. (36).

In a general supersymmetric framework, we expect the parametric relation

Im (�u12)LR ⇡ Im(A) ✓12 mc

m̃
⇡
✓
Im(A)

3

◆✓
✓12
0.3

◆✓
TeV

m̃

◆
0.5⇥ 10�3 , (37)

where A is the trilinear coupling and ✓12 is a mixing angle between the first two generations of

squarks. From eq. (36) we see that a large (and complex) trilinear coupling A, a Cabibbo-size

mixing angle, and squarks with TeV masses give a value of Im (�u12)LR in the correct ballpark

to reproduce the required e↵ect. Taking into account the large uncertainties involved in the

evaluation of the matrix element, we conclude that a supersymmetric theory with left-right

up-squark mixing can potentially explain the LHCb result.
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where (�u12)LR denotes the left-right mixing in the first two generations of up-squarks (in the

mass-eigenstate basis of up-type quarks) and xgq = m̃2
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The enhancement factor m̃g/mc in eq. (31) is typically compensated by the chiral suppression

(proportional to mc) hidden inside the definition of (�u12)LR.

For later purposes, we report here also the results obtained in the case where the 1–2

transition arises from the mixing of the first two families with the third one. For near-degenerate

squarks, we find
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In the case of split families, in which only the third-generation squarks are light (m̃2
q1,2 � m̃2

q3),
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where the function g8(x) is given in eq. (32). In the latter case xgq3 = m̃2
g/m̃

2
q3 , and (�ui3)LL,RR

are normalized to the heavy squarks masses (m̃q1,2), while (�u33)LR is normalized to m̃q3 .

The diagonal renormalization group evolution of the chromomagnetic operators down to

the low scales can be found, for instance, in ref. [24]. To a good approximation, the main e↵ect

of the running is taken into account by evaluating the charm mass in eq. (31) at the low-energy

scale at which the hadronic matrix element is computed. Assuming, for illustrative purposes,

degenerate supersymmetric masses (m̃q = m̃g ⌘ m̃) and |(�u12)LR| � |(�u12)RL|, we find
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TeV
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◆
, (36)

where we have used eq. (13) to estimate the matrix element of the chromomagnetic operator.

This gives an uncertainty of order one in the coe�cient in eq. (36).

In a general supersymmetric framework, we expect the parametric relation

Im (�u12)LR ⇡ Im(A) ✓12 mc
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where A is the trilinear coupling and ✓12 is a mixing angle between the first two generations of

squarks. From eq. (36) we see that a large (and complex) trilinear coupling A, a Cabibbo-size

mixing angle, and squarks with TeV masses give a value of Im (�u12)LR in the correct ballpark

to reproduce the required e↵ect. Taking into account the large uncertainties involved in the

evaluation of the matrix element, we conclude that a supersymmetric theory with left-right

up-squark mixing can potentially explain the LHCb result.
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• Anarchic flavor with bulk Higgs

• requires very large 5D Yukawas

• helps to avoid D-D mixing constraints

• implies low UV cut-off

• Can be mapped to 4D partial compositeness models (for localized Higgs 
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ΔaCP in Warped Extra-Dim. Models
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FIG. 1: Leading one-loop diagram that contributes to the operator Q8 from neutral Higgs exchange. Arrows denote the flow
of charge through the diagram. Diagrams with a gluon radiated from the external quark legs are ignored as they contribute
only to the gauge coupling renormalization.

with v ' 246 GeV. � parameterizes the localization of the Higgs VEV in the bulk. We assume for simplicity that the
SM-like Higgs fluctuation h has the same profile as its VEV along the fifth dimension, which is a good approximation
up to O(m2

h/m
2

KK

) where m
KK

is the KK scale. The case � = 0 corresponds to gauge-Higgs unified models (see
e.g. [23]).

Since in RS the only terms that generate interactions between SU(2) doublets and singlets are the 5D Yukawa
interactions, the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4) is induced through a one-loop contribution involving exchange of KK fermions
and the Higgs boson [19]. Some of the relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. 1. Following Refs. [21, 22], an explicit
evaluation of the one-loop amplitude yields

C
8

(m
KK

) = U12

L

p
2Y 2

5

16⇡2GFm2

KK

O� , (9)

where m
KK

' 2.45/R0 is the KK scale and Y
5

is the 5D Yukawa coupling in appropriate units of the AdS curvature.
C 0

8

is obtained through the replacement UL ! UR and U12

L(R)

denotes the 1-2 mixing angle in the left- (right-) handed

up quark sector. Under the assumption of anarchic RS flavor parameters, the mixing angles are U12

L ⇠ fQ1/fQ2 ' �c

and U12

R ⇠ fu/fc ' (mu/mc)/�c, where �c ' 0.23 is the sine of the Cabibbo angle, and C(0)
8

carries an arbitrary O(1)
CPV phase provided by the anarchic 5D Yukawa. fxi is the value of the xi quark zero-mode profile on the IR brane.
The contribution to the chromomagnetic operator involving the left-handed up quark, Q

8

, can be large in the RS
scenario because of the sizable ratio of the first two generation wave functions, which is comparable to the relatively
large Cabibbo angle.

The function O� parameterizes the Higgs profile overlap with the KK state wavefunctions, and depends significantly
on the Higgs field localization parameter � as we describe below. Plugging Eq. (9) and Eq. (6) back into Eq. (5),
along with RS parameters yielding the correct quark masses (see e.g. [24]) and including a running factor from 3TeV
to the charm scale of ⌘ ' 0.4, we find

���achromo

CP

��
RS

' 0.6% ⇥
✓

O�

0.1

◆ ✓
Y
5

6

◆
2

✓
3 TeV

m
KK

◆
2

, (10)

which is of the right size required by Eq. (2). For the sake of definiteness we have assumed a maximally delocalized
Higgs (� = 0), as arises in gauge-Higgs unification models. In this case the overlap function is O� ' 0.1 for UV-
localized first two generations.

As we already mentioned, O� has a strong dependence on the Higgs profile. In particular as we show below for
large values of � & 10 mimicking a Higgs profile very peaked towards the IR brane the overlap becomes O� ⇠ O(1).
The LHCb result is thus reproduced with a smaller 5D Yukawa of Y

5

' 2, similarly to generic composite models [25].
We study below the dependence of O� on the Higgs field localization in the bulk and we present the implications of
�aCP within up flavor anarchic RS models as a function of the Higgs overlap function.

A. Higgs profile dependence

We now evaluate the RS contributions to the dipole operator for varying Higgs profiles. We describe some subtle
features of the calculation, including the Higgs profile and cuto↵ dependence, and, in particular, the result with a
properly regularized brane-localized Higgs. We address issues related to cuto↵ dependence, where we need to account
for both the UV cuto↵ and Higgs regularization (for the brane-localized case) as discussed in [26]. We furthermore

Oβ ~ 1)
Keren-Zur et al.,  1205.5803

Higgs wavefunction overlap



• 3-gen CKM non-unitarity and b’ penguins

• No parametric enhancement allowed due to existing ΔF=2 CPV bounds

• Effects comparable to SM still allowed

• Similar conclusions for generic mixing with vector-like quarks

2.5 �Adir

CP

in the Presence of a Fourth Generation

In the 4G extension of the SM, the presence of the heavy b0-quark gives an extra contribution

to the penguin operators, and it also modifies the CKM elements, such that �d+�s+�b =

��b0 6= 0. Both e↵ects can be accounted for by including an additional U = 0 operator

proportional �b0 in the e↵ective Hamiltonian. The amplitudes in eq. (2.7) can then be

generalized to the 4G case as follows,

A[D0 ! ⇡+⇡�] = BU=1

h
(��b)

⇣
r ei� + r

1

ei�1

⌘
+ (�d � �s)

⇣
1 + r

0

ei�0

⌘

��b0

⇣
r
4

ei�4 + r0
4

ei�
0
4

⌘i
,

A[D0 ! K+K�] = BU=1

h
(��b)

⇣
r ei� � r

1

ei�1

⌘
� (�d � �s)

⇣
1� r

0

ei�0

⌘

��b0

⇣
r
4

ei�4 � r0
4

ei�
0
4

⌘i
, (2.18)

where r
(

0
)

4

and �
(

0
)

4

parametrize the contribution of the new U = 0 operator and its U = 1

counterpart from U-spin violation in the corresponding hadronic matrix elements. As

before, we assume that the corresponding strong phases are related to the other U = 0 and

U = 1 amplitudes. Then, the additional contribution to �Adir

CP

can again be factorized,

�Adir

CP

' f
�U · �f

weak

· f
strong

+ f4G

weak

· f4G

strong

 

⌘ f
�U · f

weak

· f e↵

strong

, (2.19)

with

f4G

weak

= 4 Im


�b0

�d � �s

�
' 2 sin ✓

14

sin ✓
24

sin(�
14

� �
24

)

sin ✓
12

,

f4G

strong

= �r
4

sin�
4

+ r
0

r0
4

sin�
0

cos�0
4

. (2.20)

Here, we have used the PDG-type parametrization for the 4G CKM matrix as in [45], and

neglected higher-order terms in the Wolfenstein expansion. Notice that eq. (2.13) is still

valid if our assumptions on the strong phases hold.

From the analysis of various flavour observables in the kaon and B-meson sector (see
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are still suppressed by a small overlap between the
wrong chirality KK fermions and the bulk Higgs [19].

Other observables. We now consider additional new
physics contributions from the electromagnetic dipole op-
erators, which can be encoded in

HEM dipole
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. The contributions of such oper-
ators to radiative charm decays can be estimated in the
heavy quark expansion for the charm quark. Moreover in
order to soften the strong parametric dependence on the
charm quark mass, it is beneficial to normalize the radia-
tive rate to the inclusive semileptonic rate �(c ! se+⌫e).
Using the known leading order result for the later (see
e.g. [23]) and inputs from [13] we obtain an estimate for
the inclusive radiative branching fraction of D0 ! X� as
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In RS, one-loop contributions to Eq. (9) arise not only
from a diagram similar to Fig. (1) but also from an-
other one where the photon is emitted from a charged
Higgs running in the loop [20]. These two diagrams
are expected to yield comparable contributions and we
will simply use the former to derive an estimate for
the above branching ratio in RS. Here again Q
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dom-
inates due to the sizable Cabibbo angle and we find
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) , where C
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) is given by
Eq. (7) and the factor 2/3 accounts for the up-type quark
electric charge. Using the values of the above RS param-
eters to accommodate the �aCP measurement we obtain
from Eq. (10)

BrRS

D0!X� ' 4 ⇥ 10�8 , (11)

which is still three orders of magnitude smaller than the
estimates of long distance dominated SM contributions
to these decays [24]. The present experimental bounds on
the two dominant exclusive modes BrD0!⇢(!)� < 2.4 ⇥
10�4 [13] are an order of magnitude above long distance
estimates. Compared to c ! u�, contributions to the
rare semileptonic modes (like D ! ⇡(⇢)`+`� ) due to

Q(0)
7

are parametrically suppressed by a factor of the fine-
structure constant ↵. At leading order in inverse mc
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FIG. 2: An illustration of the two site model given in Eq. (14),
notice that the ”wrong” chirality Yukawa term is absent.

BrD0!Xe+e� ' 0.7↵BrD0!X� . Following Eq. (11), the
RS contribution to the above branching fraction is

BrRS

D0!Xe+e� ' 2 ⇥ 10�10 . (13)

While the present bounds on the dominant exclusive
channels are BrD0!⇢0e+e� < 10�4 [13], the long distance
contributions again dominate in the SM and are esti-
mated to yield for example BrSM

D0!⇢0e+e� ⇠ 10�6 [25],
which is orders of magnitude larger than our RS short

distance estimate. We further note that O(0)
7

operators
do not contribute to purely leptonic D0 ! `+`� since
the relevant hadronic matrix elements vanish by angular
momentum conservation. We conclude that within our
warped setup there is no implication of the observed
direct CPV in charm decays on other radiative D decays.

Comparison with generic composite mod-
els. We shall now show how the suppression found in
the RS framework can be also naturally realized in com-
posite Higgs models. In these models the SM Higgs arises
as a bound state of some strong dynamics confining near
the TeV scale [? ]. The minimal realization of this class
of models, the so-called two-site model [? ], is composed
of an elementary sector and a composite sector. The
two mix linearly, realizing the idea of partial composite-
ness [26], as illustrated in Fig. 2. In order to derive simple
estimates, the strong sector can be characterized by only
two parameters: an inter-composite coupling constant g⇢

and the mass m⇢ of the strong sector resonances. The
part of the two-site Lagrangian relevant to our argument
is
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where the first line belongs to the strong sector and the
second line represents the linear mixing of the elemen-
tary fermions q, u with and Q± and U± composite ones.
Notice that although allowed by the strong sector sym-
metries a term like Y�Q̄�HU� can be set to zero as it is
not required to generate the SM quark masses (see e.g.
Ref. [27]). We first study the Y� = 0 case in order to
match to the RS scenario where the Higgs is on the IR
brane. In the limit where Y� = 0 the Lagrangian in
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are still suppressed by a small overlap between the
wrong chirality KK fermions and the bulk Higgs [19].
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heavy quark expansion for the charm quark. Moreover in
order to soften the strong parametric dependence on the
charm quark mass, it is beneficial to normalize the radia-
tive rate to the inclusive semileptonic rate �(c ! se+⌫e).
Using the known leading order result for the later (see
e.g. [23]) and inputs from [13] we obtain an estimate for
the inclusive radiative branching fraction of D0 ! X� as
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In RS, one-loop contributions to Eq. (9) arise not only
from a diagram similar to Fig. (1) but also from an-
other one where the photon is emitted from a charged
Higgs running in the loop [20]. These two diagrams
are expected to yield comparable contributions and we
will simply use the former to derive an estimate for
the above branching ratio in RS. Here again Q
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Eq. (7) and the factor 2/3 accounts for the up-type quark
electric charge. Using the values of the above RS param-
eters to accommodate the �aCP measurement we obtain
from Eq. (10)
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which is still three orders of magnitude smaller than the
estimates of long distance dominated SM contributions
to these decays [24]. The present experimental bounds on
the two dominant exclusive modes BrD0!⇢(!)� < 2.4 ⇥
10�4 [13] are an order of magnitude above long distance
estimates. Compared to c ! u�, contributions to the
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notice that the ”wrong” chirality Yukawa term is absent.

BrD0!Xe+e� ' 0.7↵BrD0!X� . Following Eq. (11), the
RS contribution to the above branching fraction is

BrRS

D0!Xe+e� ' 2 ⇥ 10�10 . (13)

While the present bounds on the dominant exclusive
channels are BrD0!⇢0e+e� < 10�4 [13], the long distance
contributions again dominate in the SM and are esti-
mated to yield for example BrSM

D0!⇢0e+e� ⇠ 10�6 [25],
which is orders of magnitude larger than our RS short

distance estimate. We further note that O(0)
7

operators
do not contribute to purely leptonic D0 ! `+`� since
the relevant hadronic matrix elements vanish by angular
momentum conservation. We conclude that within our
warped setup there is no implication of the observed
direct CPV in charm decays on other radiative D decays.

Comparison with generic composite mod-
els. We shall now show how the suppression found in
the RS framework can be also naturally realized in com-
posite Higgs models. In these models the SM Higgs arises
as a bound state of some strong dynamics confining near
the TeV scale [? ]. The minimal realization of this class
of models, the so-called two-site model [? ], is composed
of an elementary sector and a composite sector. The
two mix linearly, realizing the idea of partial composite-
ness [26], as illustrated in Fig. 2. In order to derive simple
estimates, the strong sector can be characterized by only
two parameters: an inter-composite coupling constant g⇢

and the mass m⇢ of the strong sector resonances. The
part of the two-site Lagrangian relevant to our argument
is
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+

Q� � mU
⇢ Ū

+

U� � Y Q̄
+

HU
+

+ h.c.

+�q q̄Q� + �uūU� + h.c. , (14)

where the first line belongs to the strong sector and the
second line represents the linear mixing of the elemen-
tary fermions q, u with and Q± and U± composite ones.
Notice that although allowed by the strong sector sym-
metries a term like Y�Q̄�HU� can be set to zero as it is
not required to generate the SM quark masses (see e.g.
Ref. [27]). We first study the Y� = 0 case in order to
match to the RS scenario where the Higgs is on the IR
brane. In the limit where Y� = 0 the Lagrangian in
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are still suppressed by a small overlap between the
wrong chirality KK fermions and the bulk Higgs [19].

Other observables. We now consider additional new
physics contributions from the electromagnetic dipole op-
erators, which can be encoded in
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ators to radiative charm decays can be estimated in the
heavy quark expansion for the charm quark. Moreover in
order to soften the strong parametric dependence on the
charm quark mass, it is beneficial to normalize the radia-
tive rate to the inclusive semileptonic rate �(c ! se+⌫e).
Using the known leading order result for the later (see
e.g. [23]) and inputs from [13] we obtain an estimate for
the inclusive radiative branching fraction of D0 ! X� as
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In RS, one-loop contributions to Eq. (9) arise not only
from a diagram similar to Fig. (1) but also from an-
other one where the photon is emitted from a charged
Higgs running in the loop [20]. These two diagrams
are expected to yield comparable contributions and we
will simply use the former to derive an estimate for
the above branching ratio in RS. Here again Q
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Eq. (7) and the factor 2/3 accounts for the up-type quark
electric charge. Using the values of the above RS param-
eters to accommodate the �aCP measurement we obtain
from Eq. (10)
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D0!X� ' 4 ⇥ 10�8 , (11)

which is still three orders of magnitude smaller than the
estimates of long distance dominated SM contributions
to these decays [24]. The present experimental bounds on
the two dominant exclusive modes BrD0!⇢(!)� < 2.4 ⇥
10�4 [13] are an order of magnitude above long distance
estimates. Compared to c ! u�, contributions to the
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notice that the ”wrong” chirality Yukawa term is absent.

BrD0!Xe+e� ' 0.7↵BrD0!X� . Following Eq. (11), the
RS contribution to the above branching fraction is

BrRS

D0!Xe+e� ' 2 ⇥ 10�10 . (13)

While the present bounds on the dominant exclusive
channels are BrD0!⇢0e+e� < 10�4 [13], the long distance
contributions again dominate in the SM and are esti-
mated to yield for example BrSM

D0!⇢0e+e� ⇠ 10�6 [25],
which is orders of magnitude larger than our RS short

distance estimate. We further note that O(0)
7

operators
do not contribute to purely leptonic D0 ! `+`� since
the relevant hadronic matrix elements vanish by angular
momentum conservation. We conclude that within our
warped setup there is no implication of the observed
direct CPV in charm decays on other radiative D decays.

Comparison with generic composite mod-
els. We shall now show how the suppression found in
the RS framework can be also naturally realized in com-
posite Higgs models. In these models the SM Higgs arises
as a bound state of some strong dynamics confining near
the TeV scale [? ]. The minimal realization of this class
of models, the so-called two-site model [? ], is composed
of an elementary sector and a composite sector. The
two mix linearly, realizing the idea of partial composite-
ness [26], as illustrated in Fig. 2. In order to derive simple
estimates, the strong sector can be characterized by only
two parameters: an inter-composite coupling constant g⇢

and the mass m⇢ of the strong sector resonances. The
part of the two-site Lagrangian relevant to our argument
is
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where the first line belongs to the strong sector and the
second line represents the linear mixing of the elemen-
tary fermions q, u with and Q± and U± composite ones.
Notice that although allowed by the strong sector sym-
metries a term like Y�Q̄�HU� can be set to zero as it is
not required to generate the SM quark masses (see e.g.
Ref. [27]). We first study the Y� = 0 case in order to
match to the RS scenario where the Higgs is on the IR
brane. In the limit where Y� = 0 the Lagrangian in
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are still suppressed by a small overlap between the
wrong chirality KK fermions and the bulk Higgs [19].
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order to soften the strong parametric dependence on the
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tive rate to the inclusive semileptonic rate �(c ! se+⌫e).
Using the known leading order result for the later (see
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In RS, one-loop contributions to Eq. (9) arise not only
from a diagram similar to Fig. (1) but also from an-
other one where the photon is emitted from a charged
Higgs running in the loop [20]. These two diagrams
are expected to yield comparable contributions and we
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BrD0!Xe+e� ' 0.7↵BrD0!X� . Following Eq. (11), the
RS contribution to the above branching fraction is

BrRS

D0!Xe+e� ' 2 ⇥ 10�10 . (13)

While the present bounds on the dominant exclusive
channels are BrD0!⇢0e+e� < 10�4 [13], the long distance
contributions again dominate in the SM and are esti-
mated to yield for example BrSM

D0!⇢0e+e� ⇠ 10�6 [25],
which is orders of magnitude larger than our RS short

distance estimate. We further note that O(0)
7

operators
do not contribute to purely leptonic D0 ! `+`� since
the relevant hadronic matrix elements vanish by angular
momentum conservation. We conclude that within our
warped setup there is no implication of the observed
direct CPV in charm decays on other radiative D decays.

Comparison with generic composite mod-
els. We shall now show how the suppression found in
the RS framework can be also naturally realized in com-
posite Higgs models. In these models the SM Higgs arises
as a bound state of some strong dynamics confining near
the TeV scale [? ]. The minimal realization of this class
of models, the so-called two-site model [? ], is composed
of an elementary sector and a composite sector. The
two mix linearly, realizing the idea of partial composite-
ness [26], as illustrated in Fig. 2. In order to derive simple
estimates, the strong sector can be characterized by only
two parameters: an inter-composite coupling constant g⇢

and the mass m⇢ of the strong sector resonances. The
part of the two-site Lagrangian relevant to our argument
is
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where the first line belongs to the strong sector and the
second line represents the linear mixing of the elemen-
tary fermions q, u with and Q± and U± composite ones.
Notice that although allowed by the strong sector sym-
metries a term like Y�Q̄�HU� can be set to zero as it is
not required to generate the SM quark masses (see e.g.
Ref. [27]). We first study the Y� = 0 case in order to
match to the RS scenario where the Higgs is on the IR
brane. In the limit where Y� = 0 the Lagrangian in
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Conclusions

• The observed size of CPV in charm decays is borderline

• larger than naive SM expectations...however, SM explanation cannot be 
excluded from first principles

• If NP, points towards new flavor structures in uR sector at the TeV scale

• More experimental observables could clarify the picture

• (CPV in) rare radiative charm decays - sensitive to NP in dipole ops.

• CPV in isospin related 2-, 3-body modes - can test ΔI=3/2 NP
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CPV in |Δc|=2

• CPV in Mixing

• Experimentally accessible mixing quantities: 

• x,y (CP conserving)

• flavor specific time-dependent CPV decay asymmetries [sensitive to q/p]

m ⌘ m1 +m2

2
, � ⌘ �1 + �2

2
,

x ⌘ m2 �m1
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CPV in |Δc|=2



• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

• Implication (1): direct correspondence between ΔaCP and ε’/ε

• constraint on SU(3)Q breaking NP:

• Similarly for rare semileptonic decays:
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
d )/tr , (1)
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B. CP violation in third generation transitions

The universality of CP violation also holds for flavor transitions involving third generation quarks. A useful
approximation is again to neglect the masses of the first two generation quarks. The breaking of the flavor symmetry
by Yu,d is then characterized by SU(3)/SU(2) [4]. In this limit, the 1–2 rotation and the phase of the CKM matrix
become unphysical, and we can, for instance, apply an SU(2) rotation to the first two generations to “undo” the 1–3
rotation. Therefore, the CKMmatrix is e↵ectively reduced to a real matrix with a single rotation angle ✓ '

p
✓2
13

+ ✓2
23

between an “active” light flavor, qa , and the 3rd generation [3]. Such a pattern of flavor breaking respects an
approximate U(1)Q symmetry for the combination of light quarks that e↵ectively decouples, thus ensuring that all
interactions of this “sterile” flavor, qs , are CP conserving. What remains is an e↵ective two-generation system with a
single measure of CP violation in transitions between the 3rd generation and the active light flavor. It is given again
by Tr(XL · J), which is flavor basis independent, and thus universal (see [5] for an extended discussion). Therefore,
to leading order, there is a universal relation for CP violation involving transitions between the third generation and
the up and down component of the active states,

Im(Xu
L)a3 = Im(Xd

L)a3 , (7)

where the active states coincide with the second generation quarks up to O (�C) [3], where �C ' 0.23 is the sine of
the Cabibbo angle.

The leading corrections to Eq. (7), in the massless two-generation limit, can be understood by decomposing XL to
its representations under the SU(2) 3rd generation–active flavor group, SU(2)

3a . Besides the adjoint contribution
of (XL)a3 , the entries (XL)sa and (XL)s3 form an SU(2)

3a doublet. At order (XL)2, they in term produce a new
adjoint of SU(2)

3a , which would induce an independent contribution to the transitions between the 3rd generation
and the active flavor, and hence correct the relation in Eq. (7). Since these are independent contributions, barring
cancellations, this relation would still hold for each of them separately. Furthermore, the extra SU(2)

3a doublet would
in general contribute to transitions between the first two generations, and should therefore be strongly constrained.
We thus conclude that we expect the expression in Eq. (7) to hold to a good accuracy.

Finally, we comment on the fact that one can constrain third generation alignment with data involving the first
two generations. Consider, for instance, an alignment model that saturates the bounds from Bd mixing, including
CP violation. In other words, the TeV-scale new physics contributions are required to be approximately aligned with
the down Yukawa. This structure would necessarily contribute to CP violation in D �D mixing, since the real and
the imaginary parts cannot be simultaneously eliminated. Such a scenario was investigated in [3], where it was shown
that in practice the resulting contributions are still two-to-three orders of magnitude below the present bounds.

IV. EXAMPLES

A. Relating CP violation in hadronic K and D decays

The argument presented in Sec. II allows us to relate the existing constraints in the kaon system to SU(3)Q breaking
NP contributions to direct CP violation in the charm system, and in particular, to relate �aCP to ✏0/✏. The relevant
SU(3)Q breaking NP operators in Eq. (2) induce at low energies contributions of the form Qq

1,2,5,6 defined in Eqs. (8)
and (15) of [6]. The weakest bound on any of these operators from ✏0/✏ is given by [6]

��Im(C(0)

2

)
�� . 4.5⇥ 10�5

✓
⇤
NP

350GeV

◆
2

, (8)

for Q(0)

2

= (d̄↵s�)V�A

P
q(q̄�q↵)V�A , where ↵ and � are color indices, and the sum over q includes the u, d, s, c, b

flavors. The contributions of such operators to �aCP are given by [6]

�aNP

CP ⇡ 8.9
X

i

Im(CNP

i ) Im(�RNP

i ) , (9)

where �RNP

i denotes the ratio of the NP amplitude and the leading SM “tree” contribution. Applying the bound in
Eq. (8) to Eq. (9), and assuming �RNP

i ⇠ 1, we find

�aNP

CP . 4⇥ 10�4 . (10)

We thus learn that in any SU(2)L invariant NP model, the contributions of the Qq
1,2,5,6 operators to �aCP must be

negligible.

(no weak loop suppression)
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B. Semileptonic K and D decays

An important class of rare K decays are those involving a pion and a lepton pair. The short distance contributions
to KL ! ⇡0`+`� or for KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ are dominantly CP violating. (The KL ! ⇡0`+`� decay also receives a
non-negligible CP conserving long distance contribution.) So far, only upper bounds on these rates have been set [7]

Br(KL ! ⇡0e+e�) < 2.8⇥ 10�10 ,

Br(KL ! ⇡0µ+µ�) < 3.8⇥ 10�10 ,

Br(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄) < 2.6⇥ 10�8 ,

(11)

all at 90% confidence level. These experimental results can be translated into constraints on the Wilson coe�cients
of the appropriate e↵ective operators:

He↵

�s=1

� C
`R/L

sd

⇤2

NP

(s̄d)V�A (¯̀̀ )V±A +
C⌫

sd

⇤2

NP

(s̄d)V�A (⌫̄⌫)V�A , (12)

where ⇤
NP

is the NP scale and the superscripts `R/L distinguish the operators containing the right handed (V + A)

and left handed (V �A) charged lepton currents (in the standard notation (C`R
sd ± C`L

sd )/2 are C
9,10).

We start by analyzing the process KL ! ⇡0`+`�. Following [8, 9], we can neglect the SM contributions, which are
of order 10% or less compared to the current experimental limits. Taking the central values for all the parameters
entering the theoretical prediction from [8] and comparing with Eq. (11), we obtain the constraints

|ImC
eR/L

sd | < 5.5⇥ 10�4

✓
⇤
NP

1TeV

◆
2

,

|ImC
µR/L

sd | < 9.5⇥ 10�4

✓
⇤
NP

1TeV

◆
2

.

(13)

Similarly, we consider the decay channel involving neutrinos. Since the class of operators in Eq. (2) conserves lepton
flavor, we can use the Grossman-Nir bound (instead of the presently weaker experimental bound), which relates the
rates for charged and neutral kaon decays [10]:

Br(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄) < 4.4Br(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) . (14)

The latter branching ratio is [7]

Br(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (1.73+1.15
�1.05)⇥ 10�10 . (15)

Taking a 90% confidence level upper bound and comparing it with the theoretical predictions, following [9], we obtain

|ImC⌫
sd| < 2.6⇥ 10�4

✓
⇤
NP

1TeV

◆
2

. (16)

Due to our CP violation universality argument, the bounds in Eqs. (13) and (16) apply directly to the charm system
as well. The appropriate observables are CP asymmetries involving rare D semileptonic decays, for example:

aDe ⌘ Br(D+ ! ⇡+e+e�)� Br(D� ! ⇡�e+e�)

Br(D+ ! ⇡+e+e�) + Br(D� ! ⇡�e+e�)
, (17)

as well as for neutrinos instead of charged leptons in the final state (see, e.g., [11]). An upper bound on the asymmetry
in Eq. (17) can be obtained as follows. We assume that the SM contribution is essentially CP conserving, so that CP
violation is dominated by NP, and that the overall decay rate is dominated by long distance SM contributions [12].
Denoting the NP and the SM amplitudes as A

NP

and A
SM

respectively, with |A
NP

| ⌧ |A
SM

|, we can write

��aDe
�� . 2

R
d⇢ |Im(A

NP

)| |A
SM

|R
d⇢ |A

SM

|2 . 2

sR
d⇢ |A

NP

|2R
d⇢ |A

SM

|2 , (18)

where
R
d⇢ denotes the relevant three body phase space integration. We can identify the denominator of the right-

hand side with the square root of the experimentally determined rate �(D+ ! ⇡+e+e�), avoiding the theoretically

5

uncertain evaluation of the SM long distance amplitude. On the other hand, the numerator is dominated by short
distance physics, and can be computed reliably using the recent lattice QCD calculation of the D ! ⇡ form factor [13],
yielding

��aDe
�� .

✓
1TeV

⇤
NP

◆
2 0.1 |ImC

eR/L

sd |p
Br(D+ ! ⇡+e+e�)

. 0.02 . (19)

On the right-hand side we used Eq. (13) and the experimental upper bound on the branching ratio [7], given that it
is close to the estimated long distance contributions [12]. If the above bound would be experimentally violated, the
source of the required CP violation could not be of the form of Eq. (2). Finally, we note that this constraint may be
refined in the future with improved experimental bounds and theoretical estimates of the relevant processes in either
the K or the D systems.

C. Semileptonic B decays

Rare semileptonic B decays B ! Xs`+`�, B ! K(⇤)`+`�, Bs ! µ+µ� and B ! K(⇤)⌫⌫̄ o↵er direct probes of
NP contributions of the form of Eq. (2). At the moment, the most sensitive probe of this kind of NP contribution is
the partial branching ratio of the inclusive decay B ! Xs`+`� in the so-called “low-q2 region”, q2 ⌘ (p`+ + p`�)

2 2
[1, 6]GeV2. 1 The operator in Eq. (2) contributes to the e↵ective weak Hamiltonian, similar to Eq. (12),

He↵

�b=1

� C
`R/L

bs

⇤2

NP

(b̄s)V�A (¯̀̀ )V±A +
C⌫

bs

⇤2

NP

(b̄s)V�A (⌫̄⌫)V�A , (20)

Employing the relevant semi-analytic NP formulae for both the electron and muon channels [18], we can derive bounds
on Ci

NP

. The experimental results are presented averaged over the electron and muon channels [19], resulting in [16]

Br(B ! Xs`
+`�)

low

= (1.60± 0.50)⇥ 10�6 . (21)

To bound the operators in Eq. (20), we require that the NP contribution to the particular leptonic channel should be
consistent with the above averaged value. In order to extract robust bounds on Im(Ci

NP

) from Br(B ! Xs`+`�)low,
we marginalize over the corresponding real parts as well as the SM theoretical uncertainties as given in [18]. In this
way we obtain at 95% C.L.2

��Im(C`L
bs )

�� < 3.5⇥ 10�3

✓
⇤
NP

1TeV

◆
2

, for ` = e, µ ,

��Im(C`R
bs )

�� < 6.6⇥ 10�3

✓
⇤
NP

1TeV

◆
2

, for ` = e, µ , (22)

Finally, C⌫
NP

can be bounded directly from the experimental searches for the B ! K(⇤)⌫̄⌫ decays [21], which yield [22]

��Im(C⌫
bs)

�� < 4.3⇥ 10�2

✓
⇤
NP

1TeV

◆
2

, for all ⌫ . (23)

A similar analysis could in principle be performed also for the b ! d transitions. However, at present, the associated
experimental constraints are much weaker [7], and no interesting bounds can be obtained.

In the long run, the strongest constraints on NP contributions with a new weak phase to the C
`R/L

bs Wilson coe�cients

in Eq. (20) (again (C`R
bs ± C`L

bs )/2 are C
9,10 in the rare b decay literature) may come from CP violation studies in

b ! s`+`� mediated decays. These operators dominate in the large-q2 region, while the electromagnetic penguin

1
We checked that other related presently measured and theoretically clean observables like the forward-backward asymmetry in B !
K⇤`+`� [14], the high-q2 region in B ! Xs`+`� [15, 16], or the leptonic decay Bs ! µ+µ�

[17] do not yield competitive bounds on

the NP contributions that we consider here.

2
A recent analysis [20] of NP in semileptonic b ! s transitions obtained somewhat stronger bounds by relying on partial branching

ratio measurements of exclusive B ! K⇤`+`� decays. We do not consider these observables, since they are subject to theoretical

uncertainties which are di�cult to estimate.
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Similarly, we consider the decay channel involving neutrinos. Since the class of operators in Eq. (2) conserves lepton
flavor, we can use the Grossman-Nir bound (instead of the presently weaker experimental bound), which relates the
rates for charged and neutral kaon decays [10]:
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Due to our CP violation universality argument, the bounds in Eqs. (13) and (16) apply directly to the charm system
as well. The appropriate observables are CP asymmetries involving rare D semileptonic decays, for example:
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violation is dominated by NP, and that the overall decay rate is dominated by long distance SM contributions [12].
Denoting the NP and the SM amplitudes as A

NP

and A
SM

respectively, with |A
NP

| ⌧ |A
SM

|, we can write

��aDe
�� . 2

R
d⇢ |Im(A

NP

)| |A
SM

|R
d⇢ |A

SM

|2 . 2

sR
d⇢ |A

NP

|2R
d⇢ |A

SM

|2 , (18)

where
R
d⇢ denotes the relevant three body phase space integration. We can identify the denominator of the right-

hand side with the square root of the experimentally determined rate �(D+ ! ⇡+e+e�), avoiding the theoretically

(mostly CPV process)

⇓
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.
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the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
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decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
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Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.
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It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
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Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
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Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏
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/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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uL aligned ↔ dL aligned

6

operator, O
7

, is also important at small q2. The B ! K⇤`+`� mode is particularly promising, since the distribution
of the K⇤ ! K⇡ decay products allows to extract information about the polarization of the K⇤. When combined
with the angular distributions of the two charged leptons, it is possible to construct observables probing directly CP
violating contributions to the relevant short-distance Wilson coe�cients [23]. Such observables could potentially be
measured at LHCb and SuperB [24]. On the other hand, the direct CP asymmetries depend on strong phases, which
are small in the inclusive B ! Xs`+`� decay (outside the resonance region), and are poorly known in the exclusive
B ! K(⇤)`+`� case. Another probe of this physics could be the study of time-dependent CP asymmetries in these
modes. While these are challenging experimentally, the interpretation of the results would be theoretically cleaner.
The SM predicts that the time-dependent CP asymmetry vanishes, as it does in Bs ! ��, to an even better accuracy
than in Bs !  �, due to a 2�s � 2�s cancellation between the mixing and decay phases. The same cancellation
occurs in NP models in which the mixing amplitude is modified as MSM

12

⇥ R2 and the decay amplitude is modified
as ASM ⇥ R. While this is the case in most supersymmetric models, it is not generic, and is violated, for example,
by models containing a Z 0 which has a flavor changing coupling to quarks and non-universal couplings to quarks and
leptons. (With very large data sets at the upgraded LHCb, a time-dependent Bs ! µ+µ� analysis would also be
worth pursuing.)

To analyze the connection between t ! cZ and FCNC b ! s decays, we need to consider the NP operators
before the Z is integrated out [25]. For example, the operator (b̄s)V�A (H†DH) contributes to Eq. (20), since after
electroweak symmetry breaking H†DµH ! gv2Zµ. Thus the relevant Wilson coe�cient, CH

bs , is constrained from
B ! Xs`+`�, similar to Eq. (22), as

��Im(CH
bs)
�� < 8.7⇥ 10�3 (⇤

NP

/TeV)2. Top decays into final states with a jet and
a pair of charged leptons o↵er a probe of the related (Xu

L)tc and (Xu
L)tu contributions [26]. The expected sensitivity

of this mode with 100 fb�1 at the 14 TeV LHC is |CH
tc(u)| . 0.2 (⇤

NP

/TeV)2 [25, 27], where the relevant operator is

defined as (t̄c(u))V�A (H†DH). According to Eq. (7), we can conclude that barring cancellations, any experimental
signal of CP violation in this channel would have to be due to SU(3)U breaking NP.

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR SUSY MODELS

In SUSY models the left-handed squark mass-squared matrix, m̃2

Q , is the only source of SU(3)Q breaking, and
is approximately SU(2)L invariant (see, e.g., [28] and references therein). In the following we discuss a universal
constraint on m̃2

Q from �F = 1 CP violation. In addition, we consider an example of �F = 2 constraints in relation
to alignment models, where our argument about universality of the CP phase also plays a role. In all cases the bounds
can be directly applied on the corresponding mass insertion parameters.

First we analyze the constraint from ✏0/✏. In the super-CKM basis, the neutral gaugino couplings are flavor
diagonal, while the mass matrices of the squarks are not diagonal in general. New contributions to CP violation
in �F = 1 processes involving left handed quarks are induced by the imaginary o↵-diagonal elements of m̃2

Q , and

can be parameterized in terms of the ratios �ijLL ⌘
�
m̃2

Q

�ij
/ m̄2

˜Q
, where i, j = 1, 2 are flavor indices and m̄

˜Q ⌘
(m

˜Q1
+m

˜Q2
)/2 is the average squark mass (this choice is consistent to linear order with the convention of [29]). The

experimental constraint on new contributions to ✏0/✏ is translated to the following bound on the left-handed mass
insertion parameter [29] Im �12LL  0.5 for m̄

˜Q = mg̃ = 500 GeV . This can be straightforwardly rephrased as a robust
constraint on the level of degeneracy

�12Q ⌘
m

˜Q2
�m

˜Q1

m
˜Q2

+m
˜Q1

 0.25

 
500GeV

m̄
˜Q

!
. (24)

This bound is weaker than the one obtained by combining the bounds from ✏K andD�D mixing [1]. Yet, interestingly,
it could have constrained degeneracy without the need for any additional measurements involving D mesons, more
than 20 years ago already, when the experimental uncertainty of ✏0/✏ approached the 10�3 level [30].

Constraints on alignment models that balance the bounds from mixing and CP violation in the K and D systems
have been analyzed in [1]. Here we comment on their results for supersymmetric models based on our CP universality
argument. According to the parameterization employed in [1], sin↵ (sin 2�) is proportional to the real (imaginary)
part of the o↵-diagonal element of the NP flavor violating source in the down mass basis. CP universality implies that
in the up mass basis, sin 2� still corresponds to the imaginary part, while the real part is rotated by twice the Cabibbo
angle. Equation (31) in [1] gives the bounds on squark mass degeneracy for the cases of vanishing (sin 2� = 0) and
maximal (sin 2� ⇠ 1) phase. We argue that the latter case is irrelevant, since it violates the assumption of alignment.
In contrast, while realistic models of alignment generically do not control the fundamental CP violating phases, they
force both sin↵ and sin 2� to be small, and should therefore be taken to be comparable [31]. This leads to a much
weaker bound than the more stringent one in [1]. In particular, the bound on �12Q from ✏K and �mK for sin↵ ⇠ sin 2�
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,

Au ⌘ (YuY
†
u )/tr , Ad ⌘ (YdY

†
d )/tr , (1)
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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FIG. 1: The bound on �

12
Q as a function of the angle ↵ (see text). The angle ↵ is plotted on a log scale in the basis �C = 0.23,

so that a value of 1 on the x axis corresponds to ↵ = �C (large angle), while a value of 5 gives ↵ = �

5
C (small angle — down

alignment). The vertical doted line shows the angle of optimal alignment (weakest bound). The red (blue) shaded region
corresponds to a gluino mass mg̃ of 1 (1.5) TeV, and inside each region the average squark mass m̄Q̃ is varied in the range
[0.8mg̃, 1.2mg̃]. The upper edge of each region (weakest bound) comes from the lowest m̄Q̃ . The two dashed lines correspond
to m̄Q̃ = mg̃ .

is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of the angle ↵, for various ranges of the relevant SUSY parameters (see the caption).
It can be seen that on the right-hand side of the plot, where the angle is very small (down alignment), the strongest
constraint comes from �mD , while on the left hand side, where the angle is large, ✏K is the dominant constraint.
The vertical dashed line marks the transition point, where the alignment is optimal, yet as evident from the plot,
making the angle smaller only mildly a↵ects the bound on �12Q . For the case where the gluino mass and the average
squark mass are both 1 TeV, the weakest bound is �12Q . 0.13. This occurs around log� ↵ ⇠ 2.5, so the universal CP

violating phase is of order �2.5
C . This implies an upper bound on CP violation in D �D mixing of order 0.2, around

the current experimental limit on
��|q/p|� 1

�� [32], which is expected to be improved significantly in the near future.
It is interesting that a modest level of degeneracy can be obtained only from the renormalization group equation

(RGE) flow, when starting from anarchy at the SUSY breaking mediation scale [33]. Moreover, in order to satisfy
the bounds on degeneracy from optimal alignment models, as presented in Fig. 1, the mediation scale does not have
to be very high. To show this, we use the SUSY RGE for the diagonal squark mass entries, which is dominated by
the gluino contribution. Neglecting the other gaugino contributions, we can solve the relevant equations at one loop
analytically

1

↵s(MS)
=

1

↵s(⇤)
+

b
3

2⇡
ln

⇤

MS
, (25)

mg̃(⇤)

mg̃(MS)
= 1 + ↵s(⇤)

b
3

2⇡
ln

⇤

MS
, (26)

m2

˜Q1,2
(MS)�m2

˜Q1,2
(⇤) =

8

3b
3

⇥
mg̃(⇤)

2 �mg̃(MS)
2

⇤
, (27)

where ⇤ is the typical scale of the new supersymmetric particles (taken to be 1 TeV), MS is the SUSY breaking
mediation scale, b

3

= �3 is the MSSM QCD beta function and the last equation is written in the squark mass basis.
In addition, we define

P
m2

˜Q
(µ) = m2

˜Q1
(µ) +m2

˜Q2
(µ) and �m2

˜Q
(µ) = m2

˜Q2
(µ)�m2

˜Q1
(µ). Then in our approximation,

only
P

m2 has a nontrivial RGE evolution, while �m2 is invariant. Writing

�12Q (µ) =
�m2

˜Q
(µ)

P
m2

˜Q
(µ)

h
1 +

r
1�

⇣
�m2

˜Q
(µ)/

P
m2

˜Q
(µ)

⌘
2

i , (28)
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, is also important at small q2. The B ! K⇤`+`� mode is particularly promising, since the distribution
of the K⇤ ! K⇡ decay products allows to extract information about the polarization of the K⇤. When combined
with the angular distributions of the two charged leptons, it is possible to construct observables probing directly CP
violating contributions to the relevant short-distance Wilson coe�cients [23]. Such observables could potentially be
measured at LHCb and SuperB [24]. On the other hand, the direct CP asymmetries depend on strong phases, which
are small in the inclusive B ! Xs`+`� decay (outside the resonance region), and are poorly known in the exclusive
B ! K(⇤)`+`� case. Another probe of this physics could be the study of time-dependent CP asymmetries in these
modes. While these are challenging experimentally, the interpretation of the results would be theoretically cleaner.
The SM predicts that the time-dependent CP asymmetry vanishes, as it does in Bs ! ��, to an even better accuracy
than in Bs !  �, due to a 2�s � 2�s cancellation between the mixing and decay phases. The same cancellation
occurs in NP models in which the mixing amplitude is modified as MSM

12

⇥ R2 and the decay amplitude is modified
as ASM ⇥ R. While this is the case in most supersymmetric models, it is not generic, and is violated, for example,
by models containing a Z 0 which has a flavor changing coupling to quarks and non-universal couplings to quarks and
leptons. (With very large data sets at the upgraded LHCb, a time-dependent Bs ! µ+µ� analysis would also be
worth pursuing.)

To analyze the connection between t ! cZ and FCNC b ! s decays, we need to consider the NP operators
before the Z is integrated out [25]. For example, the operator (b̄s)V�A (H†DH) contributes to Eq. (20), since after
electroweak symmetry breaking H†DµH ! gv2Zµ. Thus the relevant Wilson coe�cient, CH

bs , is constrained from
B ! Xs`+`�, similar to Eq. (22), as

��Im(CH
bs)
�� < 8.7⇥ 10�3 (⇤

NP

/TeV)2. Top decays into final states with a jet and
a pair of charged leptons o↵er a probe of the related (Xu

L)tc and (Xu
L)tu contributions [26]. The expected sensitivity

of this mode with 100 fb�1 at the 14 TeV LHC is |CH
tc(u)| . 0.2 (⇤

NP

/TeV)2 [25, 27], where the relevant operator is

defined as (t̄c(u))V�A (H†DH). According to Eq. (7), we can conclude that barring cancellations, any experimental
signal of CP violation in this channel would have to be due to SU(3)U breaking NP.

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR SUSY MODELS

In SUSY models the left-handed squark mass-squared matrix, m̃2

Q , is the only source of SU(3)Q breaking, and
is approximately SU(2)L invariant (see, e.g., [28] and references therein). In the following we discuss a universal
constraint on m̃2

Q from �F = 1 CP violation. In addition, we consider an example of �F = 2 constraints in relation
to alignment models, where our argument about universality of the CP phase also plays a role. In all cases the bounds
can be directly applied on the corresponding mass insertion parameters.

First we analyze the constraint from ✏0/✏. In the super-CKM basis, the neutral gaugino couplings are flavor
diagonal, while the mass matrices of the squarks are not diagonal in general. New contributions to CP violation
in �F = 1 processes involving left handed quarks are induced by the imaginary o↵-diagonal elements of m̃2

Q , and

can be parameterized in terms of the ratios �ijLL ⌘
�
m̃2

Q

�ij
/ m̄2

˜Q
, where i, j = 1, 2 are flavor indices and m̄

˜Q ⌘
(m

˜Q1
+m

˜Q2
)/2 is the average squark mass (this choice is consistent to linear order with the convention of [29]). The

experimental constraint on new contributions to ✏0/✏ is translated to the following bound on the left-handed mass
insertion parameter [29] Im �12LL  0.5 for m̄

˜Q = mg̃ = 500 GeV . This can be straightforwardly rephrased as a robust
constraint on the level of degeneracy

�12Q ⌘
m

˜Q2
�m

˜Q1

m
˜Q2

+m
˜Q1

 0.25

 
500GeV

m̄
˜Q

!
. (24)

This bound is weaker than the one obtained by combining the bounds from ✏K andD�D mixing [1]. Yet, interestingly,
it could have constrained degeneracy without the need for any additional measurements involving D mesons, more
than 20 years ago already, when the experimental uncertainty of ✏0/✏ approached the 10�3 level [30].

Constraints on alignment models that balance the bounds from mixing and CP violation in the K and D systems
have been analyzed in [1]. Here we comment on their results for supersymmetric models based on our CP universality
argument. According to the parameterization employed in [1], sin↵ (sin 2�) is proportional to the real (imaginary)
part of the o↵-diagonal element of the NP flavor violating source in the down mass basis. CP universality implies that
in the up mass basis, sin 2� still corresponds to the imaginary part, while the real part is rotated by twice the Cabibbo
angle. Equation (31) in [1] gives the bounds on squark mass degeneracy for the cases of vanishing (sin 2� = 0) and
maximal (sin 2� ⇠ 1) phase. We argue that the latter case is irrelevant, since it violates the assumption of alignment.
In contrast, while realistic models of alignment generically do not control the fundamental CP violating phases, they
force both sin↵ and sin 2� to be small, and should therefore be taken to be comparable [31]. This leads to a much
weaker bound than the more stringent one in [1]. In particular, the bound on �12Q from ✏K and �mK for sin↵ ⇠ sin 2�
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• two sources of breaking:
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• viable SUSY spectra can be generated from complete anarchy at 
moderate mediation scales (MS) (SUSY QCD RGE)
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

• Implication (2): bounds on degeneracy in SUSY alignment models

• viable SUSY spectra can be generated from complete anarchy at 
moderate mediation scales (SQCD RGE)
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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FIG. 2: Contours for various values of the SUSY breaking mediation scale MS in the parameter space defined by mg̃ and m̄Q ,
assuming �

12
Q (MS) = 1. Darker shaded regions correspond to higher MS . Also shown are contours for �

12
Q (⇤) = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 in

solid, dashed and dotted blue lines, respectively, where �

12
Q (⇤) > 0.3 between the two dotted lines.

we observe that only the denominator has a nontrivial RGE evolution. Furthermore, in the IR, �12Q approaches the
limit �12Q ⇡ �m2

˜Q
/2

P
m2

˜Q
.

In Fig. 2 we show the contours of MS values that yield the optimal �12Q (⇤) as a function of the gluino and average
squark masses. Since MS is sensitive to the level of anarchy assumed for �12Q (MS), we choose conservatively to take
�12Q (MS) = 2, which actually corresponds to the extreme hierarchy case m2

˜Q2
� m2

˜Q1
. Any finite ratio between the

masses would lead to a lower mediation scale than in Fig. 2. We find that, quite remarkably, a large portion of the
parameter space, with TeV superpartner masses, is consistent with a fully anarchic spectrum at a moderate mediation
scale. Furthermore, we even find a non-negligible region where �12Q (⇤) ⇠ 0.3 is allowed. For instance for a gluino mass
of 1.3TeV we find that the first two generation squark masses can be 550 GeV and 950 GeV respectively at the TeV
scale, which can hardly be considered as a degenerate spectrum.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that NP that breaks the left handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces approximately universal

contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes, in that they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up
and the down mass bases. Therefore, these sources cannot be aligned, and can be constrained by the strongest bound
coming either from the up or the down sectors. We have used this result to show that the bound from ✏0/✏ prohibits
an SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in charm decays. A consequence of
this CP universality is that SUSY alignment models, even with a low SUSY breaking mediation scale, are consistent
with current data, since the universal CP phase tends to be suppressed. Therefore, fundamentally squarks need not be
degenerate. We note in this respect that the current direct experimental searches for squarks are assuming degeneracy
in the first two generations, and therefore their lower bounds do not strictly apply in the context of alignment models
which could have a significant splitting between the first two generations. Finally, in this framework CP violation
in D �D mixing is bounded from above with a maximal value which is close to the current experiment sensitivity.
Other types of models of alignment (see [34], for example), as in the case of the SUSY example, also tend to yield
more anarchy in the up sector. Hence, they are expected to be constrained by flavor transition measurements in the
up sector, with the contributions to CP violation somewhat suppressed.

We have also discussed the universality of CP violation involving the third generation, and established a linkage
between CP violation in rare bottom and top quark decays, which might be tested in the far future. It is interesting
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assuming �
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solid, dashed and dotted blue lines, respectively, where �
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we observe that only the denominator has a nontrivial RGE evolution. Furthermore, in the IR, �12Q approaches the
limit �12Q ⇡ �m2

˜Q
/2

P
m2

˜Q
.

In Fig. 2 we show the contours of MS values that yield the optimal �12Q (⇤) as a function of the gluino and average
squark masses. Since MS is sensitive to the level of anarchy assumed for �12Q (MS), we choose conservatively to take
�12Q (MS) = 2, which actually corresponds to the extreme hierarchy case m2

˜Q2
� m2

˜Q1
. Any finite ratio between the

masses would lead to a lower mediation scale than in Fig. 2. We find that, quite remarkably, a large portion of the
parameter space, with TeV superpartner masses, is consistent with a fully anarchic spectrum at a moderate mediation
scale. Furthermore, we even find a non-negligible region where �12Q (⇤) ⇠ 0.3 is allowed. For instance for a gluino mass
of 1.3TeV we find that the first two generation squark masses can be 550 GeV and 950 GeV respectively at the TeV
scale, which can hardly be considered as a degenerate spectrum.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that NP that breaks the left handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces approximately universal

contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes, in that they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up
and the down mass bases. Therefore, these sources cannot be aligned, and can be constrained by the strongest bound
coming either from the up or the down sectors. We have used this result to show that the bound from ✏0/✏ prohibits
an SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in charm decays. A consequence of
this CP universality is that SUSY alignment models, even with a low SUSY breaking mediation scale, are consistent
with current data, since the universal CP phase tends to be suppressed. Therefore, fundamentally squarks need not be
degenerate. We note in this respect that the current direct experimental searches for squarks are assuming degeneracy
in the first two generations, and therefore their lower bounds do not strictly apply in the context of alignment models
which could have a significant splitting between the first two generations. Finally, in this framework CP violation
in D �D mixing is bounded from above with a maximal value which is close to the current experiment sensitivity.
Other types of models of alignment (see [34], for example), as in the case of the SUSY example, also tend to yield
more anarchy in the up sector. Hence, they are expected to be constrained by flavor transition measurements in the
up sector, with the contributions to CP violation somewhat suppressed.

We have also discussed the universality of CP violation involving the third generation, and established a linkage
between CP violation in rare bottom and top quark decays, which might be tested in the far future. It is interesting
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• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

• Implication (2): bounds on degeneracy in SUSY alignment models

• viable SUSY spectra can be generated from complete anarchy at 
moderate mediation scales (SUSY QCD RGE)

• surprising mass hierarchies still viable, e.g.
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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We show that new physics that breaks the left-handed SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry induces
contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏

0
/✏ prohibits an

SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of flavor-changing neutral-current (FCNC) processes in the quark sector put strong constraints on
New Physics (NP) at the TeV scale and provide a crucial guide for model building. Generically, NP models can avoid
existing bounds by aligning the flavor structure with one of the quark Yukawa matrices. However, new flavor breaking
sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].

Furthermore, applying our argument to rare semileptonic K and B decays, we show how the present and future
measurements of these processes constrain the sources of CP violation in rare semileptonic D decays and FCNC top
decays. In particular, the observation of non-SM CP asymmetries in these processes would, barring cancellations,
signal the presence of new sources of SU(3)U,D flavor symmetry breaking.

Finally, an additional implication of our result is that in viable flavor alignment models the universal flavor and CP
violating phases are naturally small. Applying this insight to supersymmetric (SUSY) alignment models leads to the
conclusion that the first two generation squarks can have mass splittings as large as 30% at the TeV scale, consistent
with mass anarchy at a supersymmetry breaking mediation scale as low as 10 TeV.

II. UNIVERSALITY OF CP VIOLATION WITH TWO GENERATIONS

It is well known that the gauge sector of the Standard Model (SM) respects a large global flavor symmetry. In the
quark sector, the corresponding flavor group, GF = SU(3)Q ⇥ SU(3)U ⇥ SU(3)D , is broken by the up and the down
Yukawa matrices Yu,d , formally transforming as (3, 3̄, 1) and (3, 1, 3̄) under GF , respectively. From these, one can
construct two independent sources of SU(3)Q breaking,
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contributions to CP violation in �F = 1 processes which are approximately universal, in that
they are not a↵ected by flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. Therefore,
such flavor violation cannot be aligned, and is constrained by the strongest bound from either
the up or the down sectors. We use this result to show that the bound from ✏
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SU(3)Q breaking explanation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D meson decays.
Another consequence of this universality is that supersymmetric alignment models with a moderate
mediation scale are consistent with the data, and are harder to probe via CP violating observables.
With current constraints, therefore, squarks need not be degenerate. However, future improvements
in the measurement of CP violation in D �D mixing will start to probe alignment models.
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sources involving only the SU(2)L doublet quarks Qi (i.e., breaking only the SU(3)Q quark flavor symmetry) cannot
be simultaneously diagonalized in both the up and the down quark mass bases, and new contributions to FCNCs
are necessarily generated. To constrain such models of flavor alignment, processes involving both up and down type
quark transitions need to be measured. Consequently, one would näıvely conclude that robust constraints on the
corresponding microscopic flavor structures come from the weaker of the bounds in the up and the down sectors.

Below we argue, however, that in a large class of models, contrary to flavor violation in �F = 2 processes [1], in
the case of �F = 1 CP violation, it is the strongest of the up and down sector constraints which applies. We show
that in these scenarios, to a good approximation, the sources of �F = 1 CP violation are universal, namely they do
not transform under flavor rotations between the up and the down mass bases. This is particularly important for the
NP interpretation of the recent LHCb evidence for CP violation in D decays. Employing the ✏0/✏ constraint on new
CP violating �s = 1 operators, we exclude sizable contributions of SU(3)Q breaking NP operators to the direct CP
asymmetries in singly-Cabibbo-suppressed D decays, in particular to �aCP measured by the LHCb experiment [2].
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LHC searches using jets MET much less constraining without assuming that
1st–2nd generation squarks are degenerate [Mahbubani, Papucci, Perez, Ruderman, Weiler, to appear]
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• SM quark flavor symmetry

• two sources of breaking:

• Implication (2): bounds on degeneracy in SUSY alignment models

• viable SUSY spectra can be generated from complete anarchy at 
moderate mediation scales (SUSY QCD RGE)

• surprising mass hierarchies still viable, e.g.
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Generic Implications for Experiment

• NP explanations of ΔaCP via chromo-magnetic dipole operators

• generically predict EM dipoles 

• possibility to access CPV observables in D0→ ππγ, KKγ

• in SM CPV expected similar as in D0→ ππ, KK

• large strong phases natural for LD SM contributions

|�aNP
CP | ⇡ �1.8|Im[CNP

8 (mc)]| ,

|Im[CNP
7 (mc)]| ⇡ |Im[CNP

8 (mc)]| ⇡ 0.4⇥ 10�2 .

(estimate of matrix element in QCD fact.)

(QCD RGE evolution
with TeV NP)

|a
(⇢,!)� |max = 0.04(1)

����
Im[C

7

(mc)]

0.4⇥ 10�2

����


10�5

B(D ! (⇢,!)�)

�
1/2

. 10% .

Grossman, Kagan & Nir, hep-ph/0609178
Giudice, Isidori & Paradisi, 1201.6204

(smaller effects also in D0→ KKγ with mKK around Φ mass)

Isidori & J.F.K., 1205.3164



Generic Implications for Experiment

• NP explanations of ΔaCP via ΔI=3/2 contributions

• SM contributions to AK(d), Aπ(s) purely ΔI=1/2

• nonzero difference would point towards CPV ΔI=3/2 NP contributions

• decay amplitude sum-rules even in presence isospin breaking

• experimentally accessible with time-dependent measurements

Grossman, Kagan & Zupan, 1204.3557

No CPV expected in pure ΔI=3/2 decays

�(D+ ! ⇡+⇡0)� �(D� ! ⇡�⇡0) = 0 (up to small isospin breaking)

3

Note that the CP asymmetry is proportional to the !I =
3/2 NP coe"cient a3.
Let us comment on the isospin breaking e#ects that

have been ignored in the decomposition of (8). The
isospin breaking due to the u, d quark masses and due to
the electromagnetic interactions can be safely neglected
since they are CP conserving. Thus, they only modify
ACP (D+ ! !+!0) at second order in small parameters.
While ACP (D+ ! !+!0) " O(rNP

f ), the e#ect of isospin

breaking is O("Ir
NP,EWP
f ), where "I is the typical size of

isospin breaking. It is of order 1% and may be enhanced
by at most a factor of a few. Similarly the electroweak
penguins can be neglected due to the small sizes of their
Wilson coe"cients. Thus, we conclude that a measured
nonzero CP asymmetry in D+ ! !+!0 would be a signal
for !I = 3/2 NP.
Note that if a direct CP asymmetry is not found in

D+ ! !+!0, this does not mean that !ACP cannot be
due to a new !I = 3/2 amplitude. It is possible, for
instance, that the strong phase di#erence #a3 between the
NP and SM !I = 3/2 amplitudes is simply smaller than
the strong phase di#erence between the !I = 3/2 and
!I = 1/2 amplitudes.
We therefore devise two more tests for the presence of

new CP violating phases in the !I = 3/2 operators. The
first involves the sum of rate di#erences

|A!+!! |2 # |Ā!!!+ |2 + |A!0!0 |2 # |Ā!0!0 |2

#
2

3

!

|A!+!0 |2 # |Ā!!!0 |2
"

= 3
!

|A1|2 # |Ā1|2
"

.
(11)

The important point is that this sum only depends on
the !I = 1/2 amplitudes. Thus, if the sum is found to
be nonzero this means that there are !I = 1/2 contribu-
tions to the CP asymmetries. They could be due to NP or
they could be due to the SM. However, if the sum (11) is
found to be zero, while the individual rate di#erences are
nonzero, this would indicate that the CP asymmetries are
likely dominated by !I = 3/2 NP contributions. This
statement does come with a caveat. It would still be pos-
sible that, whereas the CPV weak phases are only present
in the !I = 1/2 amplitude, the strong phases between
terms in A1 with di#erent weak phases are small. In this
case, ACP (!+!!), andACP (!0!0) would be nonzero due
to interference of the !I = 1/2 and !I = 3/2 ampli-
tudes.
This possibility can be checked with more data if time

dependent D(t) ! !+!! and D(t) ! !0!0 measure-
ments become available, or if there is additional informa-
tion on relative phases from a charm factory running on
the $(3770) (for feasibility see, e.g. [23]). It amounts to
measuring the weak phase of the !I = 3/2 amplitude
A3 via generalized triangle constructions that also take
isospin breaking into account. From the isospin decom-
position we have an isospin sum rule

1$
2
A!+!! +A!0!0 #A!+!0 = Abreak, (12)

and a similar sum rule for the CP-conjugate decays. The
amplitude Abreak is due to isospin breaking and is of order
O("IAi). It is equal in D ! !! and D̄ ! !! decays, i.e.,
Abreak = Ābreak, up to very small CP violating correc-
tions which are down by an extra factor of rf <" O(0.01).
One therefore has the following sum rule, valid even in
the presence of isospin breaking,

1$
2
A!+!! +A!0!0 #

1$
2
Ā!!!+ # Ā!0!0 =

3
!

A3 # Ā3

"

= #6ia3e
i"a3 sin$a3 ,

(13)

where in the last stage we use the fact that A3 carries
a negligible CP violating phase in the SM. Note that
isospin breaking in this relation has canceled (up to cor-
rections quadratic in small parameters). Therefore, if

1$
2

!

A!+!! # Ā!!!+

"

%= #
!

A!0!0 # Ā!0!0

"

, (14)

is found, this would mean there is CPV NP in the
!I = 3/2 amplitude. The relative phases between the
A!+!! and Ā!!!+ amplitudes and between the A!0!0

and Ā!0!0 amplitudes can be measured in entangled
%(3770) ! DD̄ decays. In addition, the phase between
the A!+!! and Ā!!!+ amplitudes can be obtained from
the time dependent D(t) ! !+!! decay. Similarly, the
phase between the A!0!0 and Ā!0!0 amplitudes can be
obtained from the time dependent D(t) ! !0!0 decay.
The magnitudes of the amplitudes can be measured in
their respective time integrated decays. We can thus
form an experimental test. If

1$
2

#

#A!+!! # Ā!!!+

#

# %=
#

#A!0!0 # Ā!0!0

#

#, (15)

then a !I = 3/2 NP amplitude has been discovered.
While the above formalism has been written down for

D ! !! decays, it applies without changes to D ! &&
decays, but for each polarization amplitude separately.
As long as the polarizations of the & resonances are mea-
sured (or if the longitudinal decay modes dominate, as is
the case in B ! && decays), the search for !I = 3/2 NP
could be easier experimentally in D ! && decays.

B. D ! !" decays

Another experimentally favorable probe is the isospin
analysis of the D ! !+!!!0 Dalitz plot in terms of
the D ! &! decays. The isospin decomposition for D0

decays is

A#+!! = A3 + B3 +
1$
2
A1 + B1, (16)

A#0!0 = 2A3 # B1, (17)

A#!!+ = A3 # B3 #
1$
2
A1 + B1, (18)

signal of ΔI=3/2 CPV NP

(also Dalitz plot analyses in D→3π, D→KKπ)


